The lumping of the heat transfer parameters of the one-and the two-dimensional pseudo-homogeneous model of a cooled fixed bed were compared. It appeared that the lumping of the two-dimensional parameters, being the effective radial conductivity I,, and the heat transfer coefficient at the wall c(,, into the one-dimensional overall heat transfer coefficient U results in a length dependence of U. It is shown that the ratio a,/U develops from unity at the bed inlet to a final value. The magnitude of this final value depends on the Biot number, whereas the length of this transition section is affected by the Peclet number. A new relation to lump the effective conductivity and the heat transfer coefficient at the wall into an overall heat transfer coefficient which depends on the values of the Biot number and the Peclet number is presented. This relation accounts for both the magnitude and the transition length of the ratio X,/U.
Introduction
For many years investigators have studied heat transfer in packed beds. Several models have been proposed to describe the temperature profiles in cooled packed beds. These models range from a two-dimensional heterogeneous model to a simple one-dimensional pseudohomogeneous model. For all these models the relevant parameters need to be determined from experiments.
In industry usually the pseudo-homogeneous one-or two-dimensional plug flow model is used. For the twodimensional model two parameters are required, being the effective radial heat conductivity inside the bed & and the transfer coefficient at the wall all, whereas for the one-dimensional model only an overall heat transfer coefficient U is needed.
Some authors published correlations for both the effective heat conductivity and the heat transfer coefficient at the wall. Well known are the studies of and of Hennecke, Zehner and Schliinder [4, 5] . Dixon and Cresswell, [2] showed that the heat transfer parameters for the two-dimensional model TDM do not show any bed length effects.
Westerink et al. [6, 7] studied parameter regions for which both the one-and the two-dimensional model of the cooled tubular reactor led to the same results in *Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
view of the mean hot spot temperature, the conversion and the reaction rate. It was found that for the region of the so called low parametric sensitivity both models are equivalent as long as the heat transfer parameters &, and a, are properly lumped into one overall heat transfer coefficient U. It was shown that the lumping relation proposed by Crider and Foss [8] can be used. for this purpose.
A critical analysis of the various experimental methods for the determination of the overall heat transfer coefficient was made by Martinez et al. [9] . They found that lumping via the heterogeneous one-dimensional model leads to better results than in case the Crider and Foss relation is used. They only studied Biot values ranging from 1 < Bi < 20.
All relations discussed above are valid for fully developed temperature profiles only. In practice, for a fluid that is cooled down in a packed bed, a radially flat profile is found at the inlet of the bed which then changes throughout the bed until a parabolic shape is reached. Li and Finlayson [lo] presented a criterion to check for what minimum bed length the inlet effects can be neglected.
In this study, these bed entry effects will be discussed and the results into an improved relation for the lumping of & and a, into the overall heat transfer coefficient U will be included.
First, the relevant basic equations will be discussed and how the overall heat transfer parameter U depends on the bed length will be shown. The parameter ranges for which the length effect plays an important role will be investigated. Next, an improved lumping relation, including the length dependence of U, and a new criterion to check the negligibility of bed inlet effects will be introduced. Finally, how the results compare to the temperature profiles calculated by the two-dimensional model and the one-dimensional model if inlet effects are neglected will be shown. To this end, various laboratory and industrial cases will be discussed.
Basic equations
For a packed bed; in which a hot fluid is cooled down by a cooling medium at the outside of the tube wall, the heat balance for the two-dimensional plug flow model can be written as:
( 1) with boundary conditions: Further dispersion of heat in the axial direction has been neglected.
Solving eqn. (1) with the boundary conditions given we obtain:
Here the eigenvalues /Ii have to be calculated from:
In order to compare the one-and the two-dimensional model we need to calculate the radially averaged temperature in the two-dimensional model, which is
The one-dimensional model can be written as:
-Peg=ZBi z i?
[I with &o=O)=l Using eqns. (3) and (4) we can obtain a definition for the overall heat transfer coefficient in relation to the parameter a, of the two-dimensional model:
Equation (5) relates the local value of U to the position w in the tube. We will use eqns (3)- (5) to study the effect of the tube inlet and transition zone on the lumping of a, and A,,.
Axial development of a,/U
As can be concluded from eqn. (5), the ratio CCJ U still depends on the bed length w. Since both a, and /1,, are true constants, as was shown by Dixon [2] , the overall heat transfer coefficient U depends on the bed length. Two limiting cases can be observed, for the bed inlet 0 = 0:
and for sufficiently large values of o where only the first term of the summations need to be evaluated, which gives us:
In Fig (----) and 100, (---). this is the case for fixed bed reactors with large D,/Dp ratios or a large number of particles on a tube diameter and with low fluid velocities.
Fully developed projiles
Firstly the relations for fully developed profiles will be studied and so for (a,/ U) the analytical solution was given by eqn. (7). In thig ;$ation the value of /?z is a function of the Biot number via the eigenvalue relation in eqn. (1). It can be correlated in various ways, for example:
Crider and Foss [ 81:
= 1 + Bi/3.06 1 < Bi < 50
Limiting case:
Bi-rm w-cc see Crider and Foss [8] All these relations are applicable in a specific region of Biot values. We have re-evaluated the eigenvalue relation and propose the following relation for (X,/U),,, for the entire region 0 < Bi < co: Bi =1+ 2.89 + 1.1 l/( 1 + Bi)".68
The quality of this fit was compared with the relations given by eqns. (8) -( 10). The result is shown in Fig. 3 , where the error in (G/U),,, is plotted as a function of the Biot number. The error is defined as, see eqn. Eiot value - From this figure we may conclude that our relation leads to maximum errors less than 2% whereas the other relations have maximum errors from -6% for Crider and Foss [8] to 100% in the limiting case Bi + 0. From now on eqn. ( 11) for the estimation of the value of a,/U for fully developed profiles, will be used.
Effect of the Peclet number on CX,/U
As stated before the ratio u,/U develops from unity at the tube inlet to 2 Bi/fl: at some location along the bed axis. This can be a point beyond the end of the bed. In order to study the development of the ratio E,/U we plotted values of (k/u),=, as a function of the Biot number. This is shown in Fig. 4 and it appeared that for large Biot values the lines become straight. For small values of the Peclet number the ratio Q/U develops so fast that at o = 1 the final value 2 Bi/flg is already reached, which is equal to Bi/2.89 for large Biot values. Hence, the maximum possible tangent of lines of a,/U versus Bi is l/2.89. Using the results from Fig.  4 the effect of the Peclet number was incorporated on the ratio E,,,/U by fitting f(Pe) in the following relation: or after we introduce the axial coordinate z: (14) enables us to estimate quickly the length of the transition zone in which the uJU profiles develop.
Comparison of temperature protiles
Until now we have., only studied the ratio a,/ U as a function of the tube length, in practice we are interested in the actual temperature profile taking into account the length dependence of U.
To illustrate this effect the temperature profiles for three combinations of the Peclet number and the Biot number have been plotted. These profiles are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. In these figures four lines have been plotted, the first line corresponds to the analytical solution of the temperature profile as calculated by the The relation given by eqn. ( 13) describes the ratio between the overall resistance towards heat transfer and the resistance to heat transfer at the wall at any axial position z.
A criterion for axial development
For any design engineer involved in heat transfer problems in packed beds it is important to know whether the resistance to heat transfer is a strong function of the axial position in case he uses a one-dimensional model. From eqn. (13) a useful criterion can be obtained if we define our criterion as:
which means that at a position o the difference between the local heat transfer coefficient and its final value at w = cc is less than 5% of its maximum value. This is a conservative criterion since the difference between initial value and final value may be small as is the case for small Biot values. After substitution, where (a,/U),=o = 1, we get: 
.).
Here Pe = 1 and Bi = 5. two-dimensional model eqn. (3), the second line corresponds to integration of eqn. (4) with a constant value of cz,+./U as defined by our relation eqn. (11). The third line shows the effect of the length dependence of u,/U, since here relation (13) is used in combination with the integration of eqn. (4). Finally the temperature profile was plotted in case the relation of Crider and Foss [8] eqn. (9) is used if eqn. (4) is integrated.
In Fig. 5 the temperature profile for Pe = 0.2 and Bi = 2 has been plotted, this corrresponds to a packed bed with a small tube to particle diameter ratio, and a good effective conductivity inside the bed. This situation is achieved in a cooled tubular reactor which is operated at high gas loads. It can be seen that there is hardly any effect of the length dependence of U. The final value of U is reached shortly after the tube inlet.
In Fig. 6 , where Pe = 1 and Bi = 5, it can be seen that for small values of the Peclet number and large values of the Biot number the profile is not much affected by the length dependence of U. The values of Bi and Pe chosen, refer to a short, thick laboratory tube at low flows. The low value of the Peclet number causes a rapid development of q/U. However, it is more the quality of the fit of (a,+. I Wai _ co that determines the error between the actual and the predicted value of the temperature.
Finally in Fig. 7 , what happens if the ratio u,/U develops only slowly, can be seen, here Pe = 200 and Bi = 100. The values chosen for Pe and Bi typically correspond to an adiabatic bed reactor with a high Reynolds number. It can be seen that both relations with a constant value of u,/U predict a much slower decrease in temperature than the two lines that account for the length dependence. Also it is shown that our eqn. (13) predicts the development of a,/U well.
Total heat supply or heat loss
To estimate the total heat supply 6 the overall heat transfer coefficient (I over the length o has to be integrated: For higher Pe values a numerical approximation of the total heat supply has to be made.
In this paper the lumping of the two-dimensional parameters & and a, into the one-dimensional model parameter U has been studied. The region of the tube inlet was the subject of particular interest. It was shown that for high Peclet numbers the value of U varies along the tube axis. This phenomenon can have a strong effect on the temperature profile that is predicted by the one-dimensional model. In the case of long industrial reactors, where the values both of the Peclet number and the Biot number are small (e.g. Pe = 0.2 and Bi = 2), it was shown that the lumping of a, and Aerr leads to more or less the same results regardless of the lumping relation that is used, either our new relation or the Crider and Foss [S] relation can be used in the one-dimensional model. In this situation the gas is usually already at the same temperature as the coolant, therefore no problems will arise.
For higher values of the Peclet and Biot number (e.g. Pe = 1 and Bi = 5) which are achieved in short, thick laboratory reactors the lumping with a length dependent relation for U, eqn. (13), gives the best results.
Finally, for large values of both the Peclet number and the Biot number (e.g. Pe = 200 and Bi = 100) the use of either the two-dimensional model or the one-dimensional model with a length dependent value of U, eqn. (13), is strongly recommended.
This situation is achieved in adiabatic bed reactors. In any case, the use of the criterion 
